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DZ80 (Updated 2022)

Version 0.1.5: Support for above undocumented instruction from Z80 CPU's, including pop dey (1240), rot lr
(1290), rot rr (1281), lr@lr (1282) and lr@w@w (1290), ld sp, sp (1227), goto (1282), o9 (1292), and rfa (1285).

Unsigned right rotate instruction for processors that don't natively have right rotl. Adds a signed right rotate
instruction for general purpose registers. Reports undefined references as UR instructions. Reads 16-bit words
into REGs [including R16], but does not push and pop them onto the stack. Varies the floating point registers

according to the current floating point mode, and stores the extended word into the (R*) registers instead of the
whole number. Correctly sets floats to the correct bit positions in register R2, but does not display the register bit
values. The CX register in the IDC mode is always set to zero, in accordance with the documentation. The MMX

and SSE registers are correctly set in the IDC mode and single stepped through. SSE is also correctly sign
extended to the two's complement range in the IDC mode. Report addresses in hex, octal, and decimal form.
Support for the undocumented "LD R, RLC (IX+4)" (discovered by Daniel Lohse [ This instruction loads the

low byte of the IX+4 register into R. Unfortunately it will not do so when the operand is the immediate form of
the instruction (i.e. LDI); which was actually intended. This is corrected in the next version. On Z80 model F2,

correct ret returns are reported when RET calls the register R3. The PC and R10 are also reported. Correctly sets
the S register in the IDC mode and gives the string ". " as output from the RSTX instruction in the Z80 mode.

Version 0.1.3: The Microsoft Windows version (i386) now works on Windows 95 and 98. The loop counter now
increases after each loop instead of on each execution. The pause instruction now works on Windows 3.11.

Identifies the LDI and LDI'S instructions. Disassembly of the IFC instruction.

DZ80 Crack +

dZ80 For Windows 10 Crack currently looks for the following instruction types: D00C0 - D007C (3 byte)
D007A - D007E (3 byte) D007D - D07C0 (3 byte) D07A0 - D07C4 (3 byte) D07A3 - D0800 (4 byte) D0801 -
D0804 (4 byte) D0805 - D0807 (4 byte) D0806 - D0808 (4 byte) D0809 - D0810 (4 byte) D0811 - D0812 (4

byte) D0813 - D0814 (4 byte) D0815 - D0816 (4 byte) D0817 - D0818 (4 byte) D0819 - D0820 (4 byte) D0821
- D0822 (4 byte) D0823 - D0824 (4 byte) D0825 - D0826 (4 byte) D0827 - D0828 (4 byte) D0829 - D082A (4

byte) D082B - D082C (4 byte) D082D - D082E (4 byte) D082F - D0830 (4 byte) D0831 - D0832 (4 byte)
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D0833 - D0834 (4 byte) D0835 - D0836 (4 byte) D0837 - D0838 (4 byte) D0839 - D083A (4 byte) D083B -
D083C (4 byte) D083D - D083E (4 byte) D083F - D0840 (4 byte) D0841 - D0842 (4 byte) D0843 - D0844 (4

byte) D0845 - D0846 (4 byte) D0847 - D0848 (4 byte) D0849 - D084A (4 byte) D084B - D084C (4 byte)
D084D - D084E (4 byte) D084F - D0850 (4 byte) D0851 - D0852 (4 byte) D0853 - D0854 (4 byte) D0855

09e8f5149f
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dZ80 is a freeware code disassembler that can take binary files for Zilog Z80 based microprocessors and
disassemble them. It will do the following: i. Set the source file to disassemble in memory ii. Set the destination
address as specified using the -m (memory) and -e (end) command line options iii. Assign addresses for the
disassembly to start and end, using the -s (start disassembly) and -h (start disassembly) command line options iv.
Disassemble the file from the specified start address to the specified end address v. Print relevant information
about the disassembled instructions to the console dZ80 uses an optional command line parameter, -h=, which
allows you to specify at which position in the file the disassembler should start disassembling. You can use this
parameter with the following command line options: -b - Set the data start to bytes. This is useful if the source
file starts somewhere other than the default of 0. -m - Set the memory base to (must be 0-65535). Useful if the
start of the data in the file is at an address other than 0. -s - Specify the starting address. Useful if you want the
disassembler to disassemble from a different address than the default of 0. -e - Specify the end address. Useful if
you want to disassemble from a different address than the end of the file. After the disassembly is completed,
dZ80 will produce an assembly listing, which can be viewed with a text editor. The listing for a simple program
in Z80 Assembly, as produced by dZ80, is displayed below. The first line shows the Intel Hex notation, the
second line shows the source filename (defaulting to file.sna), then the following 8 lines show the disassembled
instructions (opcode, hex number, instruction bits and status). The hex number and status is the same that it
would appear in the 'list' windows on the processor. All of the hex numbers are assumed to be in their big endian
representation. [C*OP]FILE 0 E6 F0 01 F0 E6 F0 60 E6 F4 60 E6 F0 01 F0

What's New in the DZ80?

dZ80 is written in C and consists of a main program and a set of subroutines. The main program parses a
command line, stores the options in memory, and starts the disassembler. The commands are: d - Disassemble the
selected file, using a simple model of the Z80 CPU. dz - Disassemble the selected file, using a detailed model of
the Z80 CPU. dz80 - Disassemble the selected file, using a detailed model of the Z80 CPU. -m=[memory base] -
Change the base of the Z80 memory space that the disassembly will run from. By default, this is set to 0, and the
memory space of the source file is assumed. -s=[start disassembly] - Change the start of the Z80 memory space
that the disassembly will run from. By default, this is set to the current address in the source file, so the
disassembly will run from the start of the file. -e=[end disassembly] - Change the end of the Z80 memory space
that the disassembly will run from. By default, this is set to the end of the file, so the disassembly will end with
the end of the file. -h=[bytes to skip] - Tell dZ80 to skip the correct amount of bytes, before and after the start of
the disassembly. By default, dZ80 skips none. -c - Change the output format. With this option, disassembly is
performed in such a way that, if the byte at the address [s][start address] is [i], then dZ80 outputs a [r] to the
screen. -z - Change the output to be a zero-filled line. Useful for 'filling
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System Requirements For DZ80:

Minimum: - 2.0 GHz Dual-core or equivalent processor - 3 GB RAM (4 GB recommended) - Windows 10 64-bit
(32-bit only for Windows 10 Home) - 1280x800 minimum display resolution (1680x1050 recommended) -
Internet connection Recommended: - 4 GB RAM (8 GB recommended) - 2.8 GHz Dual-core or equivalent
processor - 1440x
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